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Abstract Recent observations indicate that many marine-terminating glaciers in Greenland and
Antarctica are currently retreating and thinning, potentially due to long-term trends in climate forcing. In
this study, we describe a simple two-stage model that accurately emulates the response to external forcing
of marine-terminating glaciers simulated in a spatially extended model. The simplicity of the model permits
derivation of analytical expressions describing the marine-terminating glacier response to forcing. We ﬁnd
that there are two time scales that characterize the stable glacier response to external forcing, a fast time
scale of decades to centuries, and a slow time scale of millennia. These two time scales become unstable
at diﬀerent thresholds of bed slope, indicating that there are distinct slow and fast forms of the marine
ice sheet instability. We derive simple expressions for the approximate magnitude and transient evolution
of the stable glacier response to external forcing, which depend on the equilibrium glacier state and
the strength of nonlinearity in forcing processes. The slow response rate of marine-terminating glaciers
indicates that current changes at some glaciers are set to continue and accelerate in coming centuries in
response to past climate forcing and that the current extent of change at these glaciers is likely a small
fraction of the future committed change caused by past climate forcing. Finally, we ﬁnd that changing the
amplitude of natural ﬂuctuations in some nonlinear forcing processes, such as ice shelf calving, changes the
equilibrium glacier state.
Plain LanguageSummary We develop a very simple mathematical model to explain how change
in climate causes change in marine glaciers. The model shows that this response mostly occurs in two
phases, a fast phase over tens to hundreds of years, and a slow phase over thousands of years. Glaciers have
a larger response when they are on ﬂat bedrock or when changes in the length of their ice shelf occur due
to iceberg detachment. Even though some glaciers have not thinned or retreated signiﬁcantly in recent
years because they sit on steep downward sloping bedrock, they may experience rapid thinning and retreat
in the future as they continue to respond to past climate change over thousands of years. Noise in climate
and other processes that cause glaciers to be noisy can potentially cause permanent changes in glacier size.
These results indicate that we should include noise when making predictions of glaciers changes so that we
can calculate uncertainty in future projections and the impact of noise on permanent glacier size.
1. Introduction
Marine-terminating glaciers transport ice from the interior of ice sheets toward the ocean where ice melts or
fractures into icebergs. Recent observations indicate that changes are underway in the speed, thickness, and
terminus position of many marine-terminating glaciers in Greenland (Bjørk et al., 2012; Felikson et al., 2017;
Moon et al., 2015) and Antarctica (Pritchard et al., 2009; Scheuchl et al., 2016). These changes are thought to
be caused by long-term trends in climate, which drive surface melting (Fettweis, 2007; Mernild et al., 2011;
Velicogna, 2009), ocean melting (Joughin et al., 2012; Rignot et al., 2010), and accelerated iceberg calving
(Joughin et al., 2008; Nick et al., 2010).
It has long been understood that glaciers act as integrators of external forcing (Nye, 1960, 1963a, 1963b,
1965). Stochastic noise in climate forcing is integrated by glaciers on a characteristic time scale set by glacier
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mass balance and geometry (Harrison et al., 2003; Jóhannesson et al., 1989), causing ﬂuctuations of glacier
thickness, ﬂux, and length that are superimposed on the background glacier state (Lüthi, 2009; Oerlemans,
2000; Roe & Baker, 2014). Glaciers also respond to persistent changes in climate forcing on this characteristic
time scale. Consequently, to evaluate whether recent retreat at individual mountain glaciers is caused by cli-
mate change or interannual variability, studies have compared the amplitude of stationary glacier variability
(i.e., variability drawn from a distribution whose properties do not change in time) to the magnitude of non-
stationary glacier changes caused by persistent trends in climate (Marzeion et al., 2014; Oerlemans, 2000; Roe
& O’Neal, 2009; Roe et al., 2017). However, such comparisons are inherently diﬃcult where records of glacier
change are short compared to the slow response of glaciers to climate change.
In practice, complex numerical ice sheet models are used to calculate the discharge of ice from glaciers and
predict the long-term response of marine-terminating glaciers to future climate change (e.g., Favier et al.,
2014; Pattyn et al., 2012; Seroussi et al., 2017). However, recent studies have provided simple analytical expres-
sions for the dependence of ice discharge on local topographic and glaciological conditions, derived from
asymptotic analysis of glacier ﬂow at the grounding line (Haseloﬀ & Sergienko, 2018; Hindmarsh, 2012; Pegler,
2016; Schoof, 2007a; Schoof et al., 2017; V. C. Tsai et al., 2015). Thebalancebetween ice input fromsnowfall and
ice discharge to the ocean sets the equilibrium glacier state and determines the stability of marine ice sheet
grounding lines (Schoof, 2012). Consequently, these simple approximations for ice discharge are potentially
useful tools for simulating marine-terminating glacier change without using a complex ice sheet model.
Simulations of nonstationary change in marine-terminating glaciers often neglect the station-
ary, high-frequency variability in climate forcing. However, Mantelli et al. (2016) showed that in
marine-terminating glaciers with internally generated variability, the inclusion of realistic noise in accumu-
lation and surface temperature forcing may cause variability at decadal to centennial time scales that do
not arise in the absence of noise. Mulder et al. (2018) showed that noisy forcing can cause grounding lines
to transition across reverse-sloping beds, with the likelihood of unstable retreat found to be greater than
the likelihood of unstable advance. Such studies raise the possibility that together, noisy forcing and the
internal dynamics of glacier ﬂow produce glacier variability that should be considered when interpreting
and simulating glacier change due to climate forcing.
In this study, we show that a simplemodel of ice ﬂuxes in amarine-terminating glacier can accurately emulate
the most signiﬁcant components of stochastic and nonstationary variability that appear in a ﬂowline model
(section 2). We show (section 3) that stable marine-terminating glaciers respond to forcing on two charac-
teristic time scales separated by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude. These time scales vary with equilibrium glacier
state (which is set by internal dynamics) and become unstable at diﬀerent thresholds of bed slope. We derive
(section 4) the glacier sensitivities to step, trend, and stochastic ﬂuctuations in external forcing. These expres-
sions for the glacier sensitivity provide a ﬁrst-order approximation of the glacier response to forcing without
the need for a complex numericalmodel.We show that these sensitivities depend on equilibriumglacier state
and the strength of nonlinearity in forcing processes. Finally, we show (section 5) that under certain circum-
stances, equilibriumglacier statedependson the strengthof noisy forcing, indicating thatmarine-terminating
glaciers are nonlinear, state-dependent integrators of external forcing. We conclude (section 6) with a discus-
sion of the relevance of the time scales and sensitivities of the two-stage model, to observed variability of
marine-terminating glaciers in Greenland and Antarctica. We also suggest approaches for simulating future
marine-terminatingglacier behavior that considers the role of noise in climate forcing and ice sheet processes.
2. Two-Stage Marine-Terminating Glacier Model
High-order numerical models are typically used to simulate the response of marine-terminating glaciers to
external forcing (e.g., Favier et al., 2014; Pattyn et al., 2012; Seroussi et al., 2017). In this section, we show
that a simple, two-stagemodel of a marine-terminating glacier (i.e., two stages of adjustment) can accurately
emulate the forced variability simulated in a more complex model. This two-stage model clearly shows the
role of diﬀerent physical processes in the glacier response to forcing and is also simple enough to permit
derivation of the characteristic time scales (section 3) and sensitivities to diﬀerent types of forcing (section 4).
We begin with the derivation of the two-stage model.
2.1. Model Derivation and Assumptions
The organizing principle of our two-stage model is tracking how ice enters, moves through, and then exits
a marine-terminating glacier. We consider a marine-terminating glacier with length L and spatially averaged
thickness H (schematic in Figure 1b). The length L spans the entire glacier domain from the ice divide (where
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Figure 1. (a) Example of an ice thickness and velocity proﬁle simulated by a ﬂowline model of a marine-terminating
glacier. See section 2.2 for model description. (b) Schematic of two-stage model. The bed geometry shown in schematic
is purely illustrative.
there is no horizontal ice ﬂow) to the grounding line. Consequently, we can take the total glacier ice volume
to be V = HLW where W is spatially averaged glacier width. The only way ice enters the glacier is through
accumulation due to spatially averaged surfacemass balance, P (the sumof accumulation andmelting on the
glacier surface). Ice leaves the glacier through a grounding line ﬂux (Qg),
dV
dt
= W
(
PL − Qg
)
. (1)
Carrying through the derivative, we rearrange to arrive at an equation for the evolution of spatially averaged
glacier thickness
dH
dt
= P −
Qg
L
− H
L
dL
dt
. (2)
where physically, the terms on the right-hand side are as follows: ice input due to spatially averaged surface
mass balance, ice output due to divergence of ice ﬂux through the grounding line (
Qg
L
), and stretching due to
changes in overall glacier length ( H
L
dL
dt
).
In this study,weonly consider scenarioswhere the time-averagedand spatially averaged surfacemassbalance
(P̄) is greater than zero, leading to a ﬁnite glacier length at steady state. We note however, that this does not
exclude the possibility that the glacier can lose ice (P < 0) during transient time periodswhen surfacemelting
exceeds accumulation through snowfall. We also note that climatological feedbacks may cause the surface
mass balance to be dependent on variations in glacier geometry (as in Harrison et al., 2003), though we do
not include such eﬀects here under the assumption that they are small compared to ice ﬂux feedbacks. If the
width of the glacier in the grounding zone is diﬀerent from the averagewidth of the upstreamcatchment area
of the glacier, we could also include a geometricmultiplier on the surfacemass balance term (i.e., PWUP∕WGZ),
which accounts for the fact that wide catchment areas may be funneled into narrow glacier outlets near the
grounding zone. We do not consider such geometric complications in the idealized analyses in this study,
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since the primary eﬀect is to multiply the surface mass balance term. However, in using this simple model to
approximate speciﬁc glaciers, such geometric considerations may be important.
The grounding zone is the region upstream of the grounding line (Figure 1b), with length Lgz, thickness hg,
and volume Vgz = hgLgzW . The grounding line is, by deﬁnition, the location where ice is suﬃciently thin to
ﬂoat in seawater. Thus, the grounding line ice thickness is exactly at hydrostatic equilibrium with the local
water depth,
hg = −𝜆b(L), (3)
where 𝜆 = 𝜌w∕𝜌i is the ratio between the densities of seawater and glacial ice, and b(L) is the depth of the
bed below sea level at the grounding line. Thus, our model implicitly assumes that the glacier always remains
marine-terminating. In order to consider aglacier terminus that is not at ﬂotation,wewouldneed to substitute
this condition with another dynamical equation for terminus ice thickness and calving rate (as in Amundson,
2016). The length of the grounding zone is typically a few kilometers (for ﬂat ice streams it may be tens of
kilometers), which is much shorter than the length of the entire glacier (Lgz ≪ L). Considering a local conser-
vation of ice mass in the grounding zone, we assume that ice is advected into the grounding zone from the
interior (Q) and is discharged by ﬂux through the grounding line (Qg),
dVgz
dt
= W(Q − Qg), (4)
where the additional ﬂux from local surfacemass balance (PLgz) is assumed to be negligible. Carrying through
the derivative on the left-hand side, as we did for the large-scale glacier evolution equation (equation (2)),
we have
hg
dLgz
dt
+ Lgz
dhg
dt
= Q − Qg. (5)
Since the grounding zone length is includedwithin the full ice stream length (L = Lint+Lgz where Lint is a quan-
tity that we assume changes negligibly compared to the grounding zone, wheremost longitudinal stretching
occurs in marine-terminating glacier), stretching and shrinking of the grounding zone length results in an
equal change in glacier length (i.e., dL∕dt = dLgz∕dt). We can then rewrite equation (5) as(
hg − 𝜆bxLgz
) dL
dt
= Q − Qg, (6)
where bx is the local bed slope. Since bx typically has the scale hg∕L (as assumed in Schoof, 2007a), we
can generally say that 𝜆bxLgz ≪ hg. Consequently, we can write the evolution equation for grounding line
position as
dL
dt
= 1
hg
(
Q − Qg
)
. (7)
Since the grounding zone is very short, the grounding line ﬂux in equation (7) has the form of a moving ﬂux
boundary condition that sets the grounding line position. Changes in grounding line position are directly
caused by changes in the grounding zone ﬂux balance (Q−Qg), whichmay be inﬂuenced by far-ﬁeld changes,
such as ﬂuctuations in upstream surface mass balance.
Equation (7) is combinedwith equation (2) to produce an evolution equation for the spatially averagedglacier
thickness (H)
dH
dt
= P −
Qg
L
− H
hgL
(
Q − Qg
)
(8)
Equations (7) and (8) form a complete two-stage dynamical model for the temporal evolution of a
marine-terminating glacier. In this two-stage marine-terminating glacier model, ice enters through a pre-
scribed surfacemass balance, ﬂows through the ice sheet interior toward the grounding zone, and then leaves
as a grounding line ﬂux. The ﬁrst equation tracks the bulk mass ﬂows through themarine-terminating glacier
and the corresponding evolution of the glacier thickness. The second equation tracks the moving boundary
condition at the downstream edge of the glacier that controls the magnitude of ice ﬂux out of the glacier.
The primary diﬀerence then, between this marine-terminating glacier model and previous simple models of
mountain glaciers (e.g., Harrison et al., 2003; Jóhannesson et al., 1989; Lüthi, 2009; Oerlemans, 2000; Roe &
Baker, 2014), is that mass loss occurs primarily through ice ﬂux, rather than through negative surface mass
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balance. If these two equations have a stable solution, they must be associated with, at most, two distinct
time scales of glacier evolution (as we will see in section 3).
In marine-terminating outlet glaciers, ice in the glacier interior ﬂows due to a combination of sliding at the
base and deformation in the ice column. In this study, we will assume a very general form for interior ice ﬂux
Q = 𝜈H
𝛼
L𝛾
. (9)
This form generally holds when ice ﬂux is occurring through a balance between gravitational driving stress
(𝜌igH
𝜕H
𝜕x
) and some resistive or shearing stresses within the ice or at the ice bed interface. For example, when
there is a leading order balance between gravitational driving stress (where 𝜕H
𝜕x
≈ H
L
) and basal shear stress
set by a Weertman-style friction law (e.g., Cu
1
n Weertman, 1957), the vertically -averaged ice ﬂux is
Q =
(𝜌ig
C
)n H2n+1
Ln
, (10)
which gives 𝛼 = 7, 𝛾 = 3, and 𝜈 =
(
𝜌ig
C
)n
for the commonly assumed value of the Glen’s ﬂow law exponent,
n = 3. However, if we insteadwanted to capture interior ice ﬂux though vertical shear deformation within the
ice column, then we would pick 𝛼 = 8 and 𝛾 = 3 (Cuﬀey & Paterson, 2010). By picking such a general form
of the interior ice ﬂux, we admit a wide array of possible choices for the processes driving interior ice ﬂow.
In this study, we use 𝛼 = 7 and 𝛾 = 3 to aid comparison between our simple model and more complicated
models ofmarine-terminating glacier ﬂow,many of which assume that ice ﬂows through sliding in the glacier
interior (e.g., Schoof, 2007a). In both cases, theH and L represent either global or spatially averaged quantities.
The resulting ﬂux from the interior (Q) represents the scale of interior ice ﬂux that is purely a function of the
large-scale glacier geometry. The advection of ice from upstream occurs through a spatially averaged ﬂux,
which does not resolve localized anomalies of ice geometry that may result in localized anomalies of ice ﬂux.
In section 6, we further discuss the consequences of such a spatially averaged ice ﬂux.
Ice exits the grounded glacier by discharge through the grounding line or terminus. Various approximations
for the ice ﬂux through the grounding line have been developed, with diﬀerent assumptions regarding basal
friction and controls on ice shelf buttressing. However, regardless of particular assumptions, it is generally the
case that the ﬂux of ice through the grounding line or terminus (Qg) is a function of the local ice thickness (hg)
Qg = Ωh𝛽g , (11)
where 𝛽 is an exponent that can be derived from asymptotic boundary layer analysis of the grounding line
(Haseloﬀ & Sergienko, 2018; Schoof, 2007a; Schoof et al., 2017; V. C. Tsai et al., 2015), other mathematical
approaches (Hindmarsh, 2012; Lingle, 1984) or estimated empirically for tidewater glacier termini (Pelto &
Warren, 1991). TheΩ is a scalar parameter which incorporates the various factors (besides ice thickness) that
can inﬂuence ice ﬂux in the grounding zone or near the terminus. In this study, we primarily (except in section
2.2) use two versions of the grounding line ﬂux derived in Haseloﬀ and Sergienko (2018), which both assume
strong buttressing by an ice shelf. In the limit that the ice shelf primarily loses mass through calving
Ω = (n∕2)n(n + 1)−(n+1)
[
𝜌ig
(
1 − 𝜆−1
)]n
AgL
−n
s W
n+1
s , (12)
where n is the Nye-Glen ﬂow law exponent, Ag is the Nye-Glen ﬂow law coeﬃcient, Ls is the length of the
buttressing ice shelf, andWs is thewidth of the ice shelf. In this grounding line ﬂux approximation, 𝛽 = n+1 =
4and thusQg has a stronglynonlineardependenceon local ice thickness. In the limit that the ice shelf primarily
loses mass through basal melting
Ω = (n + 1)−
1
n+1
[
𝜌ig
(
1 − 𝜆−1
)] n
n+1 A
1
n+1
g Ws
(
− ṁ
2
) n
n+1
, (13)
where ṁ is the basal melt rate (with the convention that ṁ < 0 indicates melting) and 𝛽 = 1. These particular
forms of the Qg(hg) relationship allow us to understand how changes in the ice shelf cause changes in the
thickness andgrounding linepositionof amarine-terminatingglacier (see section 4). However,we canequally
well use the Qg(hg) relationships derived in other studies (Schoof, 2007a; Schoof et al., 2017; V. C. Tsai et al.,
2015). This ﬂexibility of assumptions is one of the beneﬁts of using a low-order model.
Asymptotic approximations for Qg are not only valid for steady state glaciers but also describe the leading
order time-dependent evolution of a bulk glacier (as in equation (1)) when the grounding region is close to
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a steady state. This condition will be satisﬁed most of the time, because the grounding region adjusts on a
very fast time scale when compared to the rest of bulk glacier. Mathematically, these adjustment terms enter
as higher-order correction terms in the evolution equation of the grounding region (see, e.g., equation 3.37
in Schoof, 2007a). Indeed, previous studies (Drouet et al., 2013; Schoof, 2007b) and section 2.2 of this paper,
show that when the ice sheet is reasonably close to a steady state, such quasi-steady approximations to the
grounding line ﬂux compare favorably to high-order numerical models of transient grounding line evolution.
That being said, the very fast adjustment time scale described in Schoof (2007a) is not necessarily resolved by
the two-stage model in this study.
2.2. Comparison to Flowline Model
In this section, we compare the simulated response of a marine-terminating glacier to external forcing in
our two-stage model with a spatially extended glacier model. This comparison is helpful in determining how
well the simpliﬁed dynamics of the two-stage model emulate a more complex model in terms of predicting
response to a range of diﬀerent forcing amplitudes and time scales.We use a ﬂowlinemodel (similar towhat is
described in Robel et al., 2014) with buttressing, a Weertman basal sliding law and ﬁne horizontal resolution
(∼100 m) near the grounding line. Velocity is solved from the following momentum balance and boundary
conditions:
𝜕
𝜕x
(
2hA
− 1
n
g
||||𝜕u𝜕x ||||
1
n
−1
𝜕u
𝜕x
)
= 𝜌igh
𝜕h
𝜕x
+ Cum (14)
u(x = 0) = 0 (15)[
2A
− 1
n
g h
||||𝜕u𝜕x ||||
1
n
−1
𝜕u
𝜕x
]
x=L
= 1
2
𝜌ig
(
1 −
𝜌i
𝜌w
)
𝜃h(L)2, (16)
where 𝜃 is a dimensionless buttressing parameter. In this spatially extended model, ice ﬂux is not prescribed
at the grounding line but arises from the formation of the grounding zone boundary layer, as described by
Schoof (2007a). The ice shelf is not explicitly simulated, but the buttressing eﬀect is reproduced through
modiﬁcation of the stress boundary condition at the grounding line by buttressing parameters 𝜃 (Haseloﬀ &
Sergienko, 2018; Schoof, 2007b). Ice thickness changes through advection and surface mass balance,
𝜕h
𝜕t
+ 𝜕
𝜕x
(uh) = P, (17)
and reaches ﬂotation at the grounding line
h(L) = −𝜆b(L). (18)
This numerical approach has been shown to accurately simulate marine-terminating glacier velocity and
grounding line dynamics in previous studies (Robel et al., 2014; Schoof, 2006, 2007b).
To facilitate comparison to this ﬂowlinemodel,weuse agrounding line ﬂuxexpression in the two-stagemodel
given in Schoof (2007a), where 𝛽 = m+n+3
m+1
and Ω =
[
Ag
(
𝜌ig
)n+1 (
𝜃(1 − 𝜆−1)
)n (4nC)−1] 1m+1 . We bring both
models to a stable equilibrium state on a downward sloping (prograde) bed, with a constant surface mass
balance and other parameters speciﬁed in Table 1. In both the two-stage and ﬂowline models, the result-
ing equilibrium is a glacier of approximately 2,200-m average thickness (H) with a grounding line 445 km
from the ice divide (L). We then perform simulations (Figure 2) where stochastic interannual variability (P′) is
added to the time-averaged surfacemass balance (P̄). The random year-to-year variations in surfacemass bal-
ance are drawn from a Gaussian normal distribution with mean zero and standard deviation that is 1/3 of the
time-average surface mass balance. In both the two-stage and ﬂowline models, we simulate the glacier vari-
ability forced by the same time series of noisy surface mass balance (Figure 2a), over 3 × 106 years, to obtain
stationary statistical measures of the glacier variability. These stochastic-forcing simulations are a useful way
to sample the response function for the marine-terminating glacier across a large range of frequencies.
White-noise forcing is the application of random perturbations to a model, drawn from a Gaussian distribu-
tion, and not depending on previous system state or perturbations. White-noise forces a system equally at
all time scales greater than or equal to the time scale at which the perturbations are applied. We use such
white-noise forcing (Figure 2a) to perturb the two-stage and ﬂowline glacier systems at every yearly time step,
and integrated using the Euler-Maruyamamethod. Thus, in our system, white-noise forces the glacier at time
scales ranging from a year to tens of millennia. Figure 2 compares the simulated stochastic grounding line
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Table 1
Parameters Used in Comparison Simulations in Section 2.2
Parameter Description Value
Ag Nye-Glen law coeﬃcient (Pa
−n ⋅ s−1) 4.22 × 10−25
b0 Ice divide bed height (m) −100
bx Prograde bed slope 1 × 10−3
C Basal friction coeﬃcient (Pa ⋅ m−1∕n ⋅ s1∕n) 7.624 × 106
g Acceleration due to gravity (m/s2) 9.81
m Weertman friction law exponent 1/3
n Nye-Glen law exponent 3
P̄ Time-averaged accumulation rate (m/year) 0.3
𝜎P Accumulation rate variance (m/year) 0.1
𝛼 Interior ice ﬂux thickness exponent 7
𝛾 Interior ice ﬂux length exponent 3
𝜃 Buttressing parameter 0.6
Δt Time step (year) 1
𝜌i Ice density (kg/m
3) 917
𝜌w Seawater density (kg/m
3) 1,028
response across these time scales in the ﬂowline model (black line) and the two-stage model (red line). The
two-stagemodel simulates departures of the grounding line from its equilibrium position (y = 0 in Figure 2b)
that are within 10% of the ﬂowline model. Without having to tune any parameters, the structure of the auto-
correlation function, power spectrum, and phase (Figures 2c–2e) are broadly similar between the two-stage
andﬂowlinemodels. Perhaps themost notablediﬀerence is that the two-stagemodel simulates less variability
at very short time scales (a few decades) than the ﬂowline model (Figure 2d). In the ﬂowline model, variabil-
ity in the surface mass balance near the grounding zone propagates to the grounding line on time scales of
years to decades and the grounding zone adjusts on a similarly fast time scale (as shown in Schoof, 2007a and
discussed in section 2). Since advection can only occur between the two zones in the two-stagemodel (which
has a time scale of decades to centuries, see section 3), the fastest advection time scales are not well repre-
sented in the power spectral density and lagged autocorrelation function of the two-stagemodel (Figures 2c
and 2d). This lack of variability at short time scales also leads to a lower standard deviation of ﬂuctuations in
the two-stage model than in the ﬂowline model (by about 20%, see discussion in section 4.3). Additionally,
the phase of the grounding line response at high frequencies (Figure 2e) is closer to 180∘ (indicating that sur-
face mass balance forcing precedes the grounding line response) in the two-stage model than the ﬂowline
model, which remains between 90∘ and 120∘ at these frequencies. The phase of stochastic variations in the
ﬂowline model at high frequencies are the superposition of signals arriving at the grounding line from vari-
ous locations throughout the glacier, and thus we should expect the combined grounding line response to
be less than exactly out of phase (180∘). In the two-stagemodel, the phase lag of signals at the grounding line
are the result of a single advective time scale from the interior zone to the grounding zone. In practical terms,
the two-stage model appears as a low-pass ﬁlter of the ﬂowline model, with small interannual ﬂuctuations in
grounding line positions smoothed out relative to the ﬂowlinemodel. Despite these discrepancies, it is readily
apparent in bothmodels that the amplitude of variability at long time scales greatly exceeds variability occur-
ring at subcentennial time scales (Figure 2d). Indeed, more than 99% of the total variability (measured as the
integral over the power spectral density in Figure 2d) occurs at frequencies in which the two-stage and ﬂow-
line models are consistent. Consequently, we conclude that the two-stage model successfully emulates the
dynamics which produce the largest amplitude excursions of grounding line position in the ﬂowline model.
The choiceof a two-stagemodel is also indicatedbyﬁtting the time series of simulatedgrounding lineposition
from the ﬂowline model with an autoregressive model of arbitrary order (the Box-Jenkins method, see Box
et al., 2015).Weﬁnd that theﬂowlinemodel canbewell describedbya second-order (AR(2)) regressiveprocess
governed by two widely separated time scales, 8300 years and 70 years, for the parameters in Table 1 (and
for a range of other parameters, as we will show in section 3). Increasing the number of stages in the simple
model (i.e., an arbitrary AR(p) model with p> 2) does improve the ﬁt to the full ﬂowline model by less than
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Figure 2. Comparison between two-stage (red line) and ﬂowline (black line) simulations of grounding line variability due to white noise in surface mass balance.
(a) Surface mass balance forcing (same for both models). (b) Simulated grounding line deviation from stable equilibrium position. 30-kyr time series taken from a
3000-kyr simulation. (c) Autocorrelation as a function of time lag. (d) Spectral power density as a function of frequency calculated via Welch’s method with a
window 1/30 the length of the total time series (105 years in this case). (e) Phase of grounding line position with respect to forcing in surface mass balance as a
function of frequency.
1% (as judged by the Akaike Information Criterion for evaluating model quality). However, such an increase
in complexity of the simple model does not improve our understanding of the dynamics of grounding line
variability and hinders the straightforward analytical characterization of system dynamics that we describe in
the coming sections.
3. Characteristic Time Scales
A complex numerical model can predict the response of a marine-terminating glacier to forcing under
a variety of assumptions that are speciﬁc to that single glacier. Instead, with a simple model and fewer
glacier-speciﬁc assumptions, we can derive the generic response of marine-terminating glaciers to forc-
ing and understand the processes which control this response. This generic response is characterized by
time scales and magnitudes of glacier change (or sensitivities). A system, such as our two-stage model for a
marine-terminating glacier that is linearized about a stable equilibriumcanbedescribedmore succinctly (and
physically) by considering the time scales and sensitivities that govern the transient response to perturba-
tions away from equilibrium. Such an approach is considerably more diﬃcult in systems with many degrees
of freedom.
We start by assuming that the two prognostic variables in the two-stage model, spatially averaged ice thick-
ness H, and grounding line position L, are composed of a stable equilibrium state (H̄, L̄) and departures from
this state (H′, L′) that are not necessarily stochastic ﬂuctuations (rather deterministic functions of time)
H = H̄ + H′ (19)
L = L̄ + L′. (20)
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We assume that the departures are small compared to the stable equilibrium states (H′ ≪ H̄, L′ ≪ L̄). We
can then substitute these expressions into the two-stage model (equations (7) and (8)), expand, and drop all
terms that are higher than ﬁrst order in H′ and L′
𝜕H̄
𝜕t
+ 𝜕H
′
𝜕t
= P −
Q̄g
L̄
− H̄
h̄gL̄
(
Q̄ − Q̄g
)
+ AH(H̄, L̄)H′ + AL(H̄, L̄)L′ (21)
𝜕L̄
𝜕t
+ 𝜕L
′
𝜕t
= 1
h̄g
(
Q̄ − Q̄g
)
+ BH(H̄, L̄)H′ + BL(H̄, L̄)L′, (22)
whereAH,AL,BH, andBL are the strengthsof linearized feedbacks in theglacier system (expressionsgiven in the
supporting information). The strengths of these individual feedbacks are a function of the equilibrium glacier
state (H̄, L̄). AH is themagnitude of changes in interior ice ﬂux due to changes in average ice thickness (H). AL is
the magnitude of changes in grounding line ice ﬂux (Qg) and grounding zone ice ﬂux diﬀerence (Q−Qg) due
to changes in grounding line position (L). BH is themagnitude of changes in interior ice ﬂux due to changes in
grounding line ice thickness ( Q
hg
). BL is themagnitude of changes in grounding zone ice ﬂux divergence (
Q−Qg
L
)
due to changes in grounding line position (L).
When a stable equilibrium exists for a given glacier, 𝜕H̄
𝜕t
and 𝜕L̄
𝜕t
are by deﬁnition zero and the equilibrium terms
(not involving departures from equilibrium) on the right-hand side of equations (21) and (22), which reﬂect
the balance of stable equilibrium, sum to zero. This leaves a linear system of equations for departures in ice
thickness (H′) and grounding line position (L′) and their associated feedbacks
𝜕H′
𝜕t
= AH(H̄, L̄)H′ + AL(H̄, L̄)L′ (23)
𝜕L′
𝜕t
= BH(H̄, L̄)H′ + BL(H̄, L̄)L′. (24)
Generally, the solution to such a linear system of equations (23) and (24) is
L′(t) = CSe
− t
TF + CLe
− t
TS (25)
where the eigenvalues of the system of equations are −T−1F and −T
−1
S . These two exponential functions cor-
respond to two characteristic time scales of adjustment in the marine-terminating glacier. Put another way,
the eigenvalues of the linearized system quantify the adjustment rate and their sign determines the stability
of the two-stage model (as in a linear stability analysis). If at least one of these eigenvalues is positive, there
is no stable equilibrium, causing perturbations to grow rather than dissipate on at least one time scale. We
discuss the nature of this instability in section 3.3.
After some further approximation (detailed in the supporting information), we can analytically derive the two
time scales of the two-stage model
TF =
L̄h̄g
Q̄ (𝛼 + 𝛾)
−
h̄2g
Q̄g𝛽𝜆b̄x
(26)
TS = −
H̄h̄gL̄
2
𝛼TFQ̄
[
Q̄ +
(
𝛽𝜆bxL̄
hg
)
Q̄g
]−1
. (27)
We calculate these time scales for a range of values of surface mass balance and bed slope (Figure 3). In gen-
eral, there is a slow time scale (TS) that is 1 to 2 orders of magnitude greater than the other time scale (TF),
which we call the fast time scale. For typical marine-terminating glacier thickness and time-averaged surface
mass balance, the fast time scale ranges from decades to centuries and the slow time scale ranges from cen-
turies to millennia (Figure 3a). Furthermore, as Figure 3 shows, these analytically derived time scales (solid
lines) agreewell with those determined fromﬁtting the stochastic variability simulated in a spatially extended
ﬂowline model (crosses; described in section 2.2) with an autoregressive model through the Box-Jenkins ﬁt-
ting method (Box et al., 2015). As we discuss in section 2.2, there are other, even faster time scales of years to
decades that contribute to advective adjustment of the glacier and grounding zone to external forcing and
which are related to the fast adjustment time scale in the asymptotic analyses of Schoof (2007a) and Haseloﬀ
andSergienko (2018). However, aswe show these, very fast time scales play a lesser role in setting the transient
glacier adjustment to external forcing.
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Figure 3. Characteristic time scales of the marine-terminating glacier response to external forcing. Thick lines are
analytic predictions of fast (red) and slow (black) time scales from linearized two-stage model (equations (26) and (27)).
Crosses are corresponding time scales calculated from an autoregressive-moving average (ARMA) ﬁt to ﬂowline model
simulations using the Box-Jenkins method (Box et al., 2015). (a) Varying time-averaged surface mass balance (P̄).
Constant bed slope, b̄x = −3 × 10−3. (b) Varying bed slope at equilibrium state (b̄x ). Constant time-averaged surface
mass balance, P̄ = 0.5 m/year. Black dashed line is the instability threshold for the slow time scale (equation (33)). Thin
red dashed line is the instability threshold for the fast time scale (equation (34)). At bed slope greater than the instability
threshold for the slow time scale, there is no longer a stable equilibrium and so a thick dashed red line is based on the
analytic prediction of fast time scale with an unstable ﬁxed point.
3.1. Fast Time Scale
The physical processes that control the fast glacier response to perturbations can be understood from the
form and origin of the terms in TF (equation (26)). The ﬁrst termon the right-hand side of equation (26) derives
from the interior ﬂux feedback to changes in ice thickness (AH), and corresponds to the rate of interior advec-
tion (Q̄) of anomalies in grounding line ice thickness. The second term is the rate at which ice ﬂux divergence
in the grounding zone changes as the grounding line migrates (BL). At equilibrium, the surface mass balance
is balanced by interior and grounding line ﬂux: P̄L̄ = Q̄ = Q̄g. We can then simplify the fast time scale as
TF =
h̄g
P̄
(
𝛼 + 𝛾 + 1 − ST
)−1
. (28)
where
ST = 1 +
𝛽𝜆b̄x L̄
h̄g
, (29)
is a stability parameter that is typically (1) and negative for suﬃciently prograde bed slopes (downward
sloping in the direction of ﬂow, or b̄x < 0). On prograde slopes (bx < 0) the terms in TF have the same sign,
and so the fast time scale is set by the largest term, 𝛼 + 𝛾 ≈ 10 (where 𝛼 + 𝛾 ≫ 𝛽𝜆b̄x L̄h̄−1g ). This implies that
the primary control on the fast time scale is the rate of advective adjustment of grounding zone ice thickness.
Thus, the fast time scale may be approximated as
TF ≈
h̄g
P̄(𝛼 + 𝛾)
. (30)
In a stable equilibrium, this rate of advective adjustment is proportional to
h̄g
P̄
, which is the reservoir time
scale on which ice volume in the grounding zone region is replaced by the surface mass balance. Though
this approximation is not explicitly dependent on processes occurring in the ice shelf, their inﬂuence does
enter through the way in which they contribute to setting the equilibrium grounding line ice thickness (h̄g).
The reservoir time scale (generically h
P
) is also discussed in previous studies of the glacier response to forc-
ing (Harrison et al., 2003; Jóhannesson et al., 1989; Nye, 1960, 1963a, 1963b, 1965), which found that even if
we did not know the glacier velocity or internal dynamics all that well (as assumed in Harrison et al., 2003),
we could use the observed geometry to understand the glacier sensitivity through this reservoir time scale.
Fortunately, recent advances in grounding line dynamics have allowed us to explicitly derive the nondimen-
sional parameter thatmodiﬁes this reservoir time scale (the unknownparameter f in Jóhannesson et al., 1989,
and 𝛼+ 𝛾 ≈ 10 in equation (30). This nondimensional parameter quantiﬁes how the particular glacier dynam-
ics may also play a role (in addition to the geometry) in setting the glacier response time scales. In these
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ways, our approach of studying glacier departures about an equilibrium state explicitly links glacier geom-
etry to ice dynamics and allows us to make progress from previous approaches to understanding glacier
response time scales.
3.2. Slow Time Scale
The slow glacier response to forcing (equation (27)) is a function of the fast time scale, the magnitude
of the interior ice ﬂux feedback, and the grounding zone ﬂux divergence feedback. At equilibrium, the
time-averaged surfacemass balance is balanced by interior and grounding line ﬂux (P̄L̄ = Q̄ = Q̄g), and so the
slow time scale simpliﬁes
TS = −
H̄h̄g
𝛼TFP̄2ST
. (31)
Whenmultiplied by the grounding zone ice ﬂux (Qg), the stability parameter ST tracks the diﬀerence between
the rates of glacier advective adjustment and extension of the glacier by grounding line migration. For typ-
ical stable grounding lines (where TF is approximation given by equation (30), the slow time scale can be
approximated as
TS ≈
H̄
(
1 + 𝛾
𝛼
)
P̄ST
, (32)
which is millennia for typical accumulation rates and ice thicknesses (see Figure 3). Physically, this slow time
scale corresponds to the rate at which perturbations in ice thickness advected into the grounding zone are
dissipated by diﬀerences in advective and extensional adjustment. The slow time scale includes the reservoir
time scale for the entire glacier, H
P
, though the explicit inclusion of glacier velocity in ourmodel leads tomodi-
ﬁcation by the stability parameter (ST ) and the interior ice ﬂux exponents (𝛼, 𝛾). As a result, the slow time scale
is longer than the fast time scale by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude. Indeed this response time of centuries to mil-
lennia for stablemarine-terminating glaciers ismore similar to that derived numerically in the idealized outlet
glaciermodeling study of van der Veen (2001). As the bed slope becomes shallower, ST decreases, causing the
slow time scale to increase, before eventually becoming negative, as we discuss in the next section.
3.3. Instabilities of Time Scales
Weertman (1974) ﬁrst established that ice sheet grounding lines are unstable on retrograde bed slopes
(upward sloping in the direction of ﬂow, or b̄x > 0), commonly referred to as the marine ice sheet instability.
Subsequent work has found that this instability extends to ﬂat and shallow prograde beds (Schoof, 2012),
though other factors may play a role in modulating this stability threshold in bed slope (Gomez et al., 2010;
Gudmundsson et al., 2012; Jamieson et al., 2012) and the rate of grounding line migration under instabil-
ity (Brondex et al., 2017). In our model, this instability occurs when the slow time scale becomes negative
(−1∕TS ≥ 0 in equation (25) as bed slope ﬂattens (bx is negative and increasing) and ST becomes positive. This
happens at
b̄∗Sx = −
h̄g
𝛽𝜆L̄
, (33)
which corresponds to a shallow prograde bed slope (black dashed line in Figure 3b). Exactly at this stability
threshold, the slow time scale diverges, which physically corresponds to a glacier at neutral stability where
perturbations to glacier state are neither damped or ampliﬁed by the glacier response (on this slow time
scale). This stability threshold is also consistent with the linear stability condition derived by Schoof (2012), in
which grounding lines resting on retrograde and shallow prograde bed slopes are unstable to perturbations.
We have written the stability criterion as a function of equilibrium glacier geometry (instead of surface mass
balance, as in Schoof, 2012), which is, in part, set by the surface mass balance (PL̄ = Q̄g). Past this threshold in
bed slope, the slow time scale is no longer deﬁned since the stable equilibrium glacier state no longer exists.
Conversely, the fast time scale remains ﬁnite and deﬁned for bed slopes ﬂatter andmore retrograde than b̄∗Sx .
The fast time scale increases until it also diverges (TF → ∞) and then becomes negative at amoderately steep
retrograde slope of
b̄∗Fx =
h̄g
𝛽𝜆L̄
(𝛼 + 𝛾). (34)
Above this threshold, the decay rate associatedwith the fast time scale is positive (−1∕TF ≥ 0 in equation (25).
As bed slope increases, changes in grounding line position cause less adjustment through grounding line ﬂux
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Figure 4. Grounding line migration from an initially perturbed state (2 km from equilibrium) simulated in two-stage
(solid lines) and ﬂowline (dashed lines) models for a range of bed slopes at the grounding line. The blue line is the stable
grounding line response for a prograde bed slope steeper than the slow stability threshold (b̄x = −5.1 × 10−4). The red
line is the grounding line response for a prograde bed slope shallower than the slow stability threshold
(b̄x = −1.8 × 10−4). The black line is the unstable grounding line response for a retrograde bed slope at the fast stability
threshold (b̄∗Fx = 2.6 × 10
−3). (a) Plotted in linear coordinates. (b) Plotted with logarithmic coordinates on the x axis.
(i.e., the third term on the right-hand side of equation (26) decreases inmagnitude). Eventually, perturbations
in the grounding line position can no longer be accommodated by changes in ice advection to the grounding
zone and the fast time scale becomes negative.
It is always the case that b̄∗Sx < b̄
∗F
x or that as bed slope becomes shallower, slow grounding line dynamics
become unstable before fast grounding line dynamics. This implies that there is a wide range of intermedi-
ate shallow bed slopes (b̄∗Sx < b̄x < b̄
∗F
x , the region between the thin black and red dashed lines in Figure 3b)
for which the grounding line is unstable on slow time scales but stable on fast time scales. We demonstrate
the consequence of these distinct stability thresholds in Figure 4, which shows two-stage (solid) and ﬂowline
(dashed)model simulations of the grounding linemigration froman initially perturbed state (2 km) for several
diﬀerent bed slopes. A grounding line on a steep prograde bed slope (blue lines, for which b̄x < b̄
∗S
x ) exhibits
stable dissipative behavior (i.e., it returns to equilibrium) at both short and long time scales. For strongly ret-
rograde bed slopes (black lines, for which b̄x = b̄∗Fx ), the grounding line is unstable on both fast and slow
time scales. In such a scenario, even short-lived departures in the glacier state from equilibrium immedi-
ately grow, rather than decay. For shallow prograde or shallow retrograde bed slopes (red lines, for which
b̄∗Sx < b̄x < b̄
∗F
x ) the perturbed grounding line position is nearly stagnant or retreating toward equilibrium (at
y = 0) on fast time scales (centuries) but is unstable on long time scales (millennia).When thegrounding line is
unstable and the glacier is strongly out of equilibrium, asymptotic approximations for the grounding line ﬂux
(equation (11)) become less accurate (Schoof, 2007b). This is apparent from the increasing departure between
the unstable retreat simulated in the ﬂowline and the two-stagemodel on time scales of millennia. Nonethe-
less, bothmodels indicate that there is a range of bed slopes forwhich a perturbedgrounding linemay exhibit
stable behavior on the short term, but is ultimately unstable in the long term. This nonmonotonic grounding
line response to a perturbation occurs because marine-terminating glaciers have more than one time scale
both in the two-stage and ﬂowlinemodels, which become unstable at diﬀerent bed slope thresholds. We call
this scenario, when the slow time scale is unstable, but the fast time scale is stable, the slowmarine ice sheet
instability. For suﬃciently steep retrograde slopes the grounding line is unstable at both slow and fast time
scales. We call this the fastmarine ice sheet instability.
Many glaciers in Greenland and West Antarctica are (likely) undergoing an unstable retreat over steep retro-
grade bed slopes at rates of kilometers per year (Joughin et al., 2008; Park et al., 2013; Scheuchl et al., 2016).
In this section, we determined the conditions under which this instability occurs (equations (34) and (33))
and show qualitatively that rapid glacier change may occur due to the fast marine ice sheet instability. How-
ever, we cannot easily extend our linear analysis of marine-terminating glacier response to quantitatively
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determine the transient rate of glacier change on retrograde or shallow prograde bed slopes since the lack of
a stable equilibrium causes the linearity of the glacier response to be a bad approximation. Future work may
consider using nonequilibrium approaches for systems near instabilities (Nicolis & Nicolis, 1981; Suzuki, 1977)
to assess the behavior of marine-terminating glaciers on retrograde bed slopes.
4. Sensitivity to Forcing
Observations indicate thatmarine-terminating and tidewater glaciers are undergoing strongly heterogenous
changes (Brinkerhoﬀ et al., 2017; Csatho et al., 2014; Felikson et al., 2017; Post & Motyka, 1995). This hetero-
geneity may be caused by factors that vary from one glacier to another, such as forcing rate, glacier state, bed
topography, or time scale of response. Our challenge is to understand how the magnitude and rate of the
glacier response to external forcing is controlled by these various factors. Having derived the characteristic
glacier response time scales, we have already solved half the problemof the time-dependent glacier response
to forcing. In this section, we will solve the second half of the problem, by deriving the total and transient
sensitivity of marine-terminating glacier state to diﬀerent types of external forcing.
4.1. Total Fractional Sensitivity
In this section, we derive the sensitivity of marine-terminating glaciers to forcing by extending the lineariza-
tion of the two-stagemodel to time-dependent perturbations in external forcing parameters. To demonstrate
the approach, we start by decomposing P (the spatially averaged surface mass balance) into time-averaged
and perturbed components
P = P̄ + P′ (35)
which leads to an expanded form of linear equation (23)
𝜕H′
𝜕t
= AH(H̄, L̄)H′ + AL(H̄, L̄)L′ + P′ (36)
which now includes glacier feedbacks to perturbations in surfacemass balance. For a change in surfacemass
balance (P′), we calculate the magnitude of changes in glacier state (H′ and L′) once the system has reached
a new steady state, which occurs when 𝜕H
′
𝜕t
= 0 and 𝜕L
′
𝜕t
= 0 in equations (25) and (37) (derived in detail in the
supporting information)
H′
H̄
= 1
𝛼ST
(
𝛽𝜆b̄x L̄
h̄g
− 𝛾
)
P′
P̄
(37)
L′
L̄
= − 1
ST
P′
P̄
. (38)
These are the fractional sensitivities of average glacier thickness (H′∕H̄) and grounding line position (L′∕L̄), to
a fractional change in surface mass balance (P′∕P̄).
We can also derive the glacier sensitivity to changes in the observable ice shelf parameters that go intoΩ. For
a glacier strongly buttressed by an ice shelf that primarily loses ice through calving (Ω in equation (12), we
derive the fractional glacier sensitivity to a fractional change in the ice shelf length (L′s∕L̄s)
H′
H̄
= −(𝛾 + 1)n
𝛼ST
(
L′s
L̄s
)
(39)
L′
L̄
= − n
ST
(
L′s
L̄s
)
. (40)
These sensitivities show the extent of grounding line retreat and interior ice thinning that would be expected
after, for example, the detachment of an iceberg from an ice shelf that reduces the buttressing ice shelf length
(assuming all parts of the ice shelf contribute equally to buttressing). Alternately, we consider an ice shelf that
strongly buttresses a glacier and losesmass entirely throughbasalmelting (Ω in equation (13). We then derive
the fractional glacier sensitivity to fractional changes in basal melt rate (where ṁ < 0 indicates melting)
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H′
H̄
= (𝛾 + 1)n
𝛼(n + 1)ST
(
ṁ′
̄̇m
)
(41)
L′
L̄
= n
(n + 1)ST
(
ṁ′
̄̇m
)
. (42)
The fractional sensitivities of ice thickness and grounding line position (equations (37)–(42)) indicate some
general rules about the expectedmagnitude of the glacier response to external forcing. The fractional change
in glacier state from equilibrium can be approximated as proportional to the fractional change in climate
forcing ( P
′
P̄
, ṁ
′
̄̇m
) or a property of the buttressing ice shelf (
L′s
L̄s
). This proportionality is generally modulated by
the inverse of the stability parameter (ST ), and the strength of the nonlinearity of the forcing process (1 for
surface mass balance, −n for ice shelf length in equation (12), and n
n+1
for basal melting rate in equation (13).
For ice thickness, the strengthof thenonlinearity in interior ice ﬂux (𝛼, 𝛾) also enters. As thebed slopebecomes
shallower, ST decreases in magnitude, and a givenmagnitude of external forcing will result in a larger change
in glacier thickness and grounding line position.
We consider an illustrative example of a marine-terminating glacier that is L̄ = 200-km long, h̄g = 1,000 m
thick at the grounding line, and undergoes a 5% decrease in surface mass balance. Using equation (38) we
would predict that on a prograde bed slope of b̄x = −3 × 10−3, the glacier would retreat by 3% of its length.
However, if the prograde bed slope is twice as shallow (b̄x = −1.5×10−3), the glacier would instead retreat by
14%of its length, albeit over a longer time scale. Alternately, for the sameglacier, a 5%decrease in buttressing
ice shelf length causes the glacier to retreat by 9%of its length on a b̄x = −3×10−3 prograde slope and 43%of
its length on a b̄x = −1.5 × 10−3 prograde slope. The nonlinear dependence of the grounding line ﬂux on ice
shelf length leads to a more sensitive response to perturbations than is the case for perturbations in surface
mass balance.
Overall, the sensitivities we derive depend only on glacier state, nonlinearity in glacier dynamics, and the
time-averaged value of the forcing parameter. The magnitude of grounding line changes on the slow time
scale alone can also be simulated by a one-stage counterpart of the two-stagemodel of this study (where we
assume that PL = Q):
𝜕L
𝜕t
= 1
hg
(
PL − Qg
)
. (43)
Equilibrium occurs when surface mass balance is balanced by grounding line ﬂux (P̄L̄ = Q̄g). Since a change
in surfacemass balancemust be balanced by a change in grounding line ﬂux, the sensitivity of the grounding
line position will be the same in our two-stage model, its one-stage counterpart (equation (43)), and a range
of higher-order models. Indeed, we ﬁnd that the sensitivities derived in this section match those calculated
in the ﬂowline model described in section 2.2, to the extent that its modeled steady state grounding line ﬂux
matches the grounding line ﬂux expression used in the two-stage model (equation (11)). We similarly expect
that other high-order models that accurately simulate grounding line ﬂux will also match these sensitivities.
In this way, these expressions for glacier sensitivity serve as useful ﬁrst-order approximations for the glacier
response that can be calculated without use of a complex ice sheet model.
4.2. Transient Response to Trends and Step Changes in Forcing
The glacier response to forcing is not instantaneous, but rather evolves in time. In this section we derive the
transient grounding line migration in response to a trend or step change in external forcing. We then discuss
the relative importance of forcing rate and the characteristic time scales in determining the rate of the glacier
response to forcing.
We assume that the marine-terminating glacier begins at stable equilibrium with initial conditions
L′(t = 0) = 0 (44)
dL′
dt
||||t=0 = 0. (45)
We then apply a trend (Ṗ) in surface mass balance (though the same general approach applies for a trend
in any parameter), P′(t) = Ṗt. We solve for the time-dependent grounding line position in equations (36)
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Figure 5. Response of grounding line position to a trend in surface mass balance (equation (46)) for diﬀerent ratios
between fast and slow time scales (TS∕TF ). Grounding line position (y axis) is nondimensionalized with L′∕ṖLP . Time
(x axis) is also nondimensionalized with t
TS
. (a) Shape of grounding line trend. Dashed black line is the long-term rate of
grounding line migration forced by a trend in surface mass balance (equation (48)). (b) Zoomed version of panel (a),
meant to highlight the diﬀerent initial responses to a trend on the fast glacier time scale (TF ).
and (37) (linearized form of the two-stage model) using the method of undetermined coeﬃcients (complete
derivation in supporting information)
L′(t) = ṖLPTS
⎡⎢⎢⎣12
⎛⎜⎜⎝1 −
TS − 2TF(
T2S − 4TSTF
) 1
2
⎞⎟⎟⎠ e−
t
TF + 1
2
⎛⎜⎜⎝1 +
TS − 2TF(
T2S − 4TSTF
) 1
2
⎞⎟⎟⎠ e
− t
TS − 1 + t
TS
⎤⎥⎥⎦ , (46)
where LP = −
L̄
ST P̄
is the grounding line sensitivity to perturbations in surface mass balance (which can be
derived for other parameters from equations (38), (40), and (42). This solution is valid when TS > 4TF , which is
true for a range of glacier conditions (Figure 3).
The transient grounding line evolution forced by a linear trend in surface mass balance and simulated in the
ﬂowlinemodel is well approximated by equation (46) (not plotted). In Figure 5, we show that the shape of the
glacier response only depends on the slow and fast time scales, when normalized by the trend rate in forcing
and the sensitivity to forcing in a speciﬁc parameter (ṖLP). Since typically the slow time scale is much longer
than the fast time scale (again, see Figure 3), we canmake the simpliﬁcation that the transient grounding line
response to a trend is only dependent on the slow time scale
L′(t) = −ṖLPTS
[
e
− t
TS − 1 + t
TS
]
. (47)
Figure 5 shows that as TS∕TF increases, the transient response converges quickly to this simpliﬁed response
that only depends on the slow time scale.
After a suﬃciently long period of time, the grounding line evolves at a constant rate set by the trend in forcing
and the sensitivity (black dashed line in Figure 5a)
𝜕L′
𝜕t
||||t>> TS = −ṖLP. (48)
However, the grounding linemigration rate remains relatively small in the time immediately after the onset of
a trend (t), as longas t ≪ TS (Figure5b). Any reasonable estimateofTS for amarine-terminatingoutlet glacier in
Greenland or Antarctica will be at least 1,000 years (Figure 3), whereas the onset of signiﬁcant anthropogenic
forcing trends is estimated to be around 1880 (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, IPCC, 2013). This
implies that the current stable glacier changes being observed (not including unstable glacier retreat over
retrograde slopes, which are discussed in section 3.3) are still close to the onset of the response functions in
Figure 5. Hence, the initial glacier retreat over a prograde bed that is caused by industrial-era trends in climate
occurs at an approximate rate,
dL′
dt
||||t<<TS ≈ −ṖLP tTS , (49)
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that is, a small fraction ( t
TS
) of the long-term grounding line migration rate expected from a continuation of
the industrial era trend in climate forcing (equation (48)). Put another way, if current rates of climate change
continue, we would expect that the grounding line migration rate of stable marine-terminating glaciers will
eventually accelerate to bemany times (perhaps even an order of magnitude if TS > 1,000 years) greater than
current rates, even if the grounding line does not migrate into regions of retrograde or drastically diﬀerent
bed slope.
The response of the grounding line to a step change in forcing (of magnitude P′) is similarly straightforward
to derive, from equations (36), (37), and initial conditions (44) and (45), the transient solution is
L′(t) = −LPP′
[(
TF
TS − TF
)
e
− t
TF −
(
TS
TS − TF
)
e
− t
TS + 1
]
, (50)
with the fast and slow adjustment time scales mediating the grounding line response.
Observational records of marine-terminating glacier thickness and length tend to be short. Though recon-
structions of local climate may be longer, climate trends can often be diﬃcult to accurately estimate in
the presence of interannual and subannual climate variability. This inability to precisely determine when a
trend started can make it diﬃcult to exactly pinpoint when a change in forcing begins (i.e., when t = 0
in equations (46) and (50). Consequently, uncertainty in the time of climate forcing onset (t = 0) leads to
signiﬁcant uncertainty in short- to medium-term projections of marine-terminating glacier change.
4.3. Stochastic Variability
Stochastic variability of marine-terminating glaciers will arise in the presence of internal variability in climate
forcing. To identify the response of glaciers to climate changes, it is ﬁrst necessary to understand the response
of glaciers to stochastic climate variability. In this study, we consider white-noise perturbations in forcing
parameters.
The linearized two-stage model equations (36) and (37) are discretized in time using a forward
Euler-Maruyama method, implying an Itô formulation of the stochastic diﬀerential equation. Combining
the two discretized equations, we derive a second-order autoregressive (AR(2)) model for the grounding
line position
Lt =
(
2 − T−1F Δt − T
−1
F T
−1
S Δt
2
)
Lt−Δt +
(
−1 + T−1F Δt
)
Lt−2Δt − T−1F T
−1
S Δt
2LPP
′, (51)
where P′ is a Gaussian, white-noise process representing stochastic variability in surface mass balance
at time scale Δt (throughout this study, we take Δt = 1 year). We then use the analytic variance of
an AR(2) process found in Box et al. (2015) to derive the variance of the grounding line position. After
some approximation (detailed in supporting information), the variance of the grounding line position can
be expressed as
𝜎2L =
TSΔt
2
[
𝛼TFP̄L̄
H̄h̄g
]2
𝜎2P (52)
where 𝜎P is the variance of the surface mass balance. All details of the above derivation are given in the
supporting information.
For a typical marine-terminating glacier in Greenland, H̄ ∼ 1 km, Q̄g∕h̄g∼1 km/year, TS ∼1,000 years, and
TF ∼ 50 (Figure 3) and interannual variability in surface mass balance (𝜎P) is in the range 0.1–1 m/year (Fyke
et al., 2014). These parameters suggest a range of 𝜎L ≈ 0.1–5 km. This range is comparable to the few esti-
mates that have been made of natural marine-terminating glacier variability (e.g., Bjørk et al., 2012; Hogg
et al., 2016, though such estimates are typically made from short photographic or satellite records). It should
also be noted that noisy forcing with interannual persistence (e.g., red noise) results in enhanced stochas-
tic glacier variability (Mantelli et al., 2016; Roe & Baker, 2016), and so noise autocorrelation is important to
consider when interpreting observations of glacier variability. Figure 6 demonstrates that, even with the sim-
pliﬁcations inherent in the derivation of an analytic approximation of grounding line variability (solid line),
equation (52) agrees with numerically calculated grounding line variability from a ﬂowlinemodel (crosses) to
within 20%. The analytic prediction is systematically below the ﬂowlinemodel, because the two-stagemodel
has muted ﬂuctuations at high frequencies compared to the ﬂowline model (though these high-frequency
ﬂuctuations typically have amplitude <100 m, see Figure 2b and section 2.2).
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Figure 6. Standard deviation of grounding line position ﬂuctuations in response to white-noise forcing in spatially
averaged surface mass balance (𝜎P = 0.1 m/year). Solid lines are analytic predictions of standard deviation of grounding
line position (𝜎L) from linearized two-stage model (equation (52)). Crosses are corresponding standard deviation
calculated from ﬂowline model simulations forced with white noise (e.g., Figure 2). (a) Varying time-averaged surface
mass balance (P̄). Constant bed slope, b̄x = −3 × 10−3. (b) Varying bed slope at equilibrium state (b̄x ). Constant
time-averaged surface mass balance, P̄ = 0.5 m/year. Black dashed line is the instability threshold for the slow time scale
(equation (33)).
Stochastic grounding line variability (equation (52)) is dependent on both the short and fast time scales. Thus,
as bed slopes become shallower and approach the slow time scale instability (equation (33)), the variance of
grounding line position increases rapidly along with the slow time scale (Figure 6b). This increasing variance
and decreasing rate of dissipation of ﬂuctuations are hallmarks of critical slowdown, which is a generic feature
of dynamical systems smoothly approaching bifurcations to instability (e.g., Lenton, 2011).
5. Nonlinearity of Noisy Processes Causes Grounding Line Retreat
In our two-stagemodel of amarine-terminating glacier, noise in surfacemass balance (P′) is additive because
it directly perturbs the glacier thickness, but does not depend on the glacier state. On the other hand, noise in
the coeﬃcient of grounding line ﬂux (Ω′) is multiplicative because it perturbs the grounding line ﬂux, which
also depends on the grounding line position. In this section, we show that nonlinearity in a multiplicative
noise process changes the time-averaged equilibrium state of a marine-terminating glacier.
In Figure 7, we compare the response of the two-stage glacier model to white-noise forcing in four diﬀerent
environmental parameters: surfacemass balance (P), coeﬃcient of grounding line ﬂux (Ω), ice shelf length (Ls),
and basal melt (ṁ). In each of these 60-kyr simulations, we simulate the grounding line response to forcing
without noise in theﬁrst 20 kyr,withwhite noise ofmagnitudeequal to 10%of themean in thenext 20 kyr, and
with white noise ofmagnitude equal to 20% of themean in the ﬁnal 20 kyr. As we have seen previously in this
study, when there is white noise in the spatially averaged surfacemass balance (Figure 7a), the time-averaged
grounding line position remains constant regardless of the magnitude of noise.
We also vary the magnitude of noise in the coeﬃcient of grounding line ﬂux (Ω′; Figure 7b). However, even
though this is a multiplicative noise process, the time-averaged glacier state does not appear to depend sig-
niﬁcantly on the magnitude of the noise. This is because the state variable in the grounding line ﬂux term,
hg, does not strongly vary when ice is thick at the grounding line, leading to rather weak state dependence.
If instead ice was thinner at the grounding line (such as in a tidewater glacier), grounding line ﬂux would be
more sensitive to small changes in system state, thus leading to stronger state dependence.
In reality, noise does not occur in Ω directly, but rather in the various processes that contribute to Ω. The
grounding line ﬂux of a glacier buttressed by a calving-dominated ice shelf is a function of L−ns (equation (12)).
We consider a scenario where the calving of icebergs from an ice shelf causes white-noise ﬂuctuations in Ls
(Bassis, 2011). The corresponding time-averaged grounding line position (Figure 7c, note the diﬀerent y axis
scale) is strongly a function of the magnitude of the forcing. Of all the forcing processes considered here, this
shift in the time-averaged state is by far the largest (bymore than 2 orders ofmagnitude). We can explain why
this shift occurs by noting that when ice shelf length increases from its equilibrium value by 10%, grounding
line ﬂux decreases by 25%, andwhen ice shelf length decreases from its equilibrium value by 10%, grounding
lineﬂuxdecreasesby37%. Thus, though thedistributionofnoisy ice shelf length is symmetric, the correspond-
ing distribution of noisy grounding line ﬂux is asymmetric, leading to a shift in the time-averaged grounding
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Figure 7. Grounding line deviation from equilibrium simulated in the two-stage model due to noise in diﬀerent forcing
parameters. Black line in all panels is year-to-year grounding line position simulated in two-stage model. Blue line is
1,000-year running average. Red line in all panels is average over time period of constant noise magnitude. 0-20 kyr in
all simulations have no noise in forcing. In all simulations 20–40 kyr have noise with standard deviation equal to 10% of
mean forcing value. In all simulations 40–60 kyr have noise with standard deviation equal to 20% of mean forcing value.
(a) Noise in surface mass balance (P′). (b) Noise in grounding line ﬂux coeﬃcient (Ω′). (c) Noise in ice shelf length (L′s). (d)
Noise in ice shelf basal melt (ṁ′).
line ﬂux and glacier state. Though we have assumed that the noise forcing of ice shelf length includes no
persistence in time (white noise), it would be more realistic to simulate ice shelf calving with autocorrelation
in time. This would lead to greater stochastic glacier variability (Mantelli et al., 2016; Roe & Baker, 2016) and
perhaps an even larger shift in the time-averaged glacier state.
Such a dependence of themean state on themagnitude of noise forcing is typically termed noise-induceddrift
and has been explored extensively (e.g., Penland, 2003). Noise-induced drift has also been noted previously
in other nonlinear glacier models with other types of forcing (Hindmarsh & Le Meur, 2001; Mikkelsen et al.,
2017). Our simulation of noisy calving-induced drift suggests that the character of calving events (i.e., size
and recurrence time)may have a strong inﬂuence on the time-averaged glacier state. Consequently, ice sheet
models may be strongly biased by parameterizing calving as a deterministic ﬂux or by misrepresenting the
nature of calving-induced noise in ice shelf length. Flexible stochastic approaches to simulate calving, such
as Bassis (2011), are better suited to capturing the noise-induced retreat that we have identiﬁed here.
Haseloﬀ and Sergienko (2018) have also derived a more general relationship between ﬂux and ice thickness
at the grounding line
ṁΩ
1
n Lsh
n+1
n
g = (Qg + ṁLs)
n+1
n − Q
n+1
n
g (53)
which includes the eﬀect of both sub-ice shelf basal melting and ice shelf length on buttressing. We use this
formula to ﬁnd the grounding line ﬂux in the presence of interannual noise in the ice shelf basal melt (similar
to what is predicted by ocean models, e.g., Schodlok et al., 2012; Sciascia et al., 2013). We ﬁnd that the white
noise in basalmelt has only a small eﬀect on the time-average grounding line position (Figure 7d). This is likely
due to the much weaker nonlinearity in basal melt rate ( n+1
n
= 4
3
).
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6. Discussion
6.1. Observed Marine-Terminating Glacier Change
Observations indicate that many marine-terminating glaciers have retreated and thinned over the last sev-
eral decades (Joughin et al., 2010; Moon et al., 2015; Pritchard et al., 2009; Scheuchl et al., 2016; Wouters
et al., 2015). However, there are large glacier-to-glacier variations in recent changes. Even adjacent glacier that
have experienced similar rates of ocean and atmospheric warming, have not retreated and thinned uniformly
(Larsen et al., 2016; Motyka et al., 2017). In this study, we have shown that the response of glacier thickness
to surface mass balance and ocean forcing (section 4.1) becomes weaker for steeper prograde bed slopes.
These ﬁndings are in agreement with Felikson et al. (2017), who show that almost all thinning observed at
marine-terminating glaciers in West Greenland occurs downstream of steep regions of prograde bed slope.
Additionally, through analytic expressions for marine-terminating glacier sensitivity to forcing, we show that
stronger nonlinearity in forcing processes make glaciers more sensitive to external forcing. As we argue in
section 4.2, the timing of forcing onset may also have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the current magnitude and
rate of glacier response, even for glaciers that are otherwise identical.
The observed retreat and thinning of marine-terminating glaciers in recent decades is striking, but should
be interpreted within the context of expected glacier variability forced by stationary stochastic variability in
oceanandatmospheric forcing. A few longer recordsofmarine-terminatingglacier variability (up to150years)
have been constructed from airborne and ﬁeld observations (e.g., Bjørk et al., 2012; Csatho et al., 2008; Lea
et al., 2014; Leclercq et al., 2012, 2014;Weidick et al., 2012; Yde & Knudsen, 2007). Though such records are still
not long enough to capture the slow time scale of marine-terminating glacier variability (TS > 1,000 years),
detectable changes in atmospheric and ocean warming and the associated terminus retreat only began in
the last few decades at most calving glaciers (Bjørk et al., 2012; Leclercq et al., 2014). Even if natural variability
of these glaciers is large, it is only expressed on long time scales. Forced change on shorter time scales may
exhibit a faster rate of change than what can be reliably attributed to natural variability. We intend to explore
such questions of detection and attribution in future work.
The lack of observed thinning and retreat at some glaciers (e.g., Petermann Glacier and ice streams in the
western Ross Sea region, see Fountain et al., 2017; Hogg et al., 2016) does not necessarily preclude future
thinning and retreat occurring on the slow time scale of hundreds to thousands of years. Indeed, as we have
shown (section 4.2), recent changes at these stablemarine-terminating glaciers are just a small fraction of the
total committed retreat expected in the future in response to climate change that has already occurred. If the
trend in climate forcing continuesover thenext century, therewill bemanymarine-terminatingglacierswhere
the speedof glacier changewill accelerate signiﬁcantly. Evenpast changes in climate that donot continue into
the future cause a commitment to future changes inmarine-terminating glaciers that persists for hundreds to
thousands of years.
6.2. Model Flexibility and Simplicity
The ﬂexibility of the two-stage model has allowed us to analyze the physical processes controlling the
response of marine-terminating glaciers to forcing. This ﬂexibility is premised on the assumptions that mass
enters the glacier through a spatially averaged surface mass balance and leaves via ﬂux through the ground-
ing line, where that ﬂux is a function of the local ice thickness at ﬂotation. Most of our analysis does not
require any further assumptions regarding the physical processes in the grounding zone. Thus, the two-stage
model and the associated linear analysis can accommodate a variety of diﬀerent types of marine-terminating
glaciers, including thosewith strong lateral shear stresses (Hindmarsh, 2012),Weertman basal sliding (Schoof,
2007a), Coulomb plastic failure near the grounding line (V. C. Tsai et al., 2015) or strong buttressing by ice
shelves (Haseloﬀ & Sergienko, 2018).
There are somedrawbacks to the simplicity of the two-stagemodel. Ourmodel formulation implicitly assumes
that the glacier is marine terminating and always remains marine terminating. Also, as we have shown in
section 2.2, the two-stage model emulates the transient behavior of a ﬂowline model at time scales longer
than a few decades. However, the ﬂowline model is itself a simpliﬁcation of real marine-terminating glacier
processes, for which there are very few observations. It is diﬃcult to compare the two-stagemodel directly to
observations, since we have shown that the largest changes in stable marine-terminating glaciers occur on
time scales that are much longer than the length of available observational time series. We have also shown
that the two-stage model may not be entirely reliable for reproducing glacier ﬂuctuations on time scales
shorter than a few decades, though themagnitude of glacier response at these short time scales is small (and
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it is unclear how well fast glacier ﬂuctuations are simulated in the ﬂowline model). Furthermore, the ﬂux for-
mulation we use (from Haseloﬀ & Sergienko, 2018) integrates the eﬀects of buttressing over the entire ice
shelf by assuming that it is at a steady state, and so neglects time-dependent adjustment processes occurring
within the ice shelf. A fully coupled model of an ice sheet and ice shelf would likely have an additional time
scale associated with ice shelf adjustment processes.
One possible future extension of the two-stage model would be to formulate the linear response problem
outlined in section 3 for the spatially extended shelfy-stream equations (what is solved by the ﬂowlinemodel
described in section 2.2). One could then ﬁnd the spatially dependent glacier response to external forcing
with a generic spatial structure (rather than the spatially uniform forcing used in the two-stagemodel), which
may include very rapid glacier responses (i.e., shorter than the fast time scale TF) to spatially localized forcing.
There are also clear limits to the use of a linear theory to capture the complexity of bed topography. In our
linearized analysis, we assume that the width-averaged depth and slope of the bed at the grounding line
remains relatively unchanged under changes in glacier state. This may be most appropriate for beds with
relatively weak topographic variation such as those in West Antarctica, and less appropriate for beds with
strong topographic variation, such as those in parts of Greenland. We can, however, still use the two-stage
model to calculate the grounding line migration over these bumpy beds. We may also use an average depth
and bed slope over the region of bed that we expect the grounding line to migrate, which will improve the
linear prediction of grounding line migration over bumpy beds on long time scales.
We have also left out other processes, such as isostatic bedrock adjustment, that may be important on the
long time scales overwhichmarine-terminating glaciers respond to forcing. Feedbacks between surfacemass
balance and geometry, such as the height-mass balance feedback, may also play a role. To incorporate such
eﬀects (as does Harrison et al., 2003), we might replace the surface mass balance term (P) in equation (8),
with a term that depends on H and L. In this study, we consider the limit where the sensitivity of ice ﬂuxes
to changes in ice sheet geometry (e.g.,
𝜕Qg
𝜕L
and 𝜕Q
𝜕H
) is much more important to glacier evolution than the
sensitivity of surface mass balance to changes in geometry ( 𝜕P
𝜕H
). However, we do not rule out the possibility
that when the vertical gradient in surface mass balance gradient is large (due to orographic or other local
climate eﬀects), this eﬀect may be important. The virtue of the two-stage model presented here is that the
essence of the dynamical system can be identiﬁed and explored. These essential dynamics will also operate
in more complicated numerical models, in addition to the real glacier system.
7. Conclusions
We have shown that a simple two-stage model can emulate the transient response of a marine-terminating
glacier simulated in a spatially extendedmodel, particularly at time scales longer than a few decades. In both
the two-stage and spatially extendedmodels, the response of amarine-terminating glacier to forcing is dom-
inated by two time scales. The fast time scale is controlled by the rate of advective adjustment to changes in
ice thickness and is typically decades to centuries. The slow time scale is controlled by the rate at which ice
thickness perturbations are dissipated by diﬀerences in advective and extensional adjustment in the ground-
ing zone and is typicallymillennia. The slow time scale becomes unstable on shallow prograde slopes and the
fast time scale becomes unstable on steep retrograde slopes, producing two distinct forms of the marine ice
sheet instability.
We have derived simple expressions for the magnitude of glacier response to diﬀerent types of forcing that
canbe calculatedwithout resorting to use of a complex numerical glaciermodel. The strength of the response
depends on the glacier state, the time-averaged forcing, and the strength of nonlinearity in ice dynamical
processes. A stablemarine-terminating glacier responds slowly to the onset of a trend in forcing andwill only
begin to approach the long-term expected rate of change on the slow time scale of centuries to millennia.
We expect that the current level of stable marine-terminating glacier retreat is a small fraction of the commit-
ted retreat that can be expected as the rate of glacier change accelerates in coming centuries (as has been
shown for many mountain glaciers, e.g., Rupper et al., 2012). Even stable glaciers which have not yet under-
gone detectable changemay undergo such change in the future as the glaciers catch to the forcing. The slow
glacier response to stochastic external forcing suggests that the rate, rather than the absolute level, of glacier
change caused by trends in forcing are potentially more easily discernible from background noise. Finally, we
have shown that the equilibrium state of a marine-terminating glacier depends on themagnitude of noise in
nonlinear forcing processes, such as ice shelf length variations that occur through calving.
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One important conclusion of this study is that the slow time scale of marine-terminating glacier change
ensures that uncertainties in climate forcing (either in thepast or future) inﬂuenceglacier change for hundreds
to thousands of years. To account for the uncertainties associatedwith future climate forcing in simulating ice
sheet changewill require large ensembles of stochastic ice sheetmodel simulations that result in probabilistic
forecasts of future sea level rise. Though studies such as the SeaRISE project consider uncertainties in ice sheet
physics through small multimodel ensembles with common forcing (Bindschadler et al., 2013), they do not
capture the uncertainty in future projections associatedwith the forcing itself (e.g., C. Y. Tsai et al., 2017). Aswe
have shown, considering noise is not just important for constraining the background envelope of variability
but also for accurately simulating the time-averaged glacier state. For one, if themagnitude of noise in certain
ice sheet processes changes over time (e.g., as the style of iceberg calving from an ice shelf changes), this may
drive glacier retreat that would not be predicted in the absence of noise. Also, model spin-up and calibration
performed without natural sources of noisy forcing (or forcing with a truncated spectrum of variability due
to asynchronous model coupling) may lead to unrealistic glacier states. As a new generation of fully coupled
climate and ice sheet models are used to produce projections of future ice sheet change, it is important to
consider the ice sheet response to high-frequency climate variability through nearly synchronous coupling.
To exclude the noise of climate when predicting future ice sheet change misses an important piece of the
glaciological puzzle.
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